
Subject: Re: PCC Candidate questions from Wirral Pedestrians Association
From: John Coyne <john-coyne@zen.co.uk>
Date: 01/05/16 22:24
To: Wirral Pedestrians <wirralpedestrians@gmail.com>

Dear Ian,
Thank you for writing to me about pedestrian casualties and Vision Zero.

(1) Yes. I agree with the analysis and proposals in the WPA/MCC document you
have provided.

(2) If elected as PCC I would ensure that more resources were found for road
traffic law enforcement.  If needed I would propose an increase in the police
precept on the council tax and I am seeking an electoral mandate for such an
increase.

I would amend the Police and Crime Plan to recognise the need to reduce road
danger at its source and enforcement against moving traffic crimes, particularly
speeding, would be a key priority.

I agree that police should also obey speed limits and other traffic laws for all
non-emergency situations.  As PCC I would work with the Chief Constable to
ensure that compliance with road traffic laws was embedded within the ethos of
Merseyside Police.

I would use the "soft power" of the PCC office to seek to influence crash
investigation standards and prosecution and charging policies.

As an individual and (if elected) a decision maker, I already have experience of
the dangers to vulnerable road users as I cycle and walk as a matter of course
through the area's busiest roads.  As an occasional car driver I always intend to
comply with speed limits and other traffic laws.

Best regards,
John Coyne
Green Party candidate for Merseyside PCC

On 27/04/16 19:43, Wirral Pedestrians wrote:

Dear Mr Coyne,

In connection with the coming PCC election, I am writing on behalf of Wirral
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Pedestrians Association (WPA) to ask you two questions.
(1) Would you support a Safe System approach to road safety, with a vision
of zero deaths and life-changing injuries?
(2) What measures would you support to achieve this?

As background to these questions,
 - WPA is very concerned about the high levels of serious pedestrian
casualties in Merseyside (the worst in Great Britain),
 - in 2013, WPA and Merseyside Cycling Campaign jointly produced a Vision
Zero Merseyside document (please see attached) which set out proposals to
eradicate fatal and serious injuries to Merseyside pedestrians and cyclists.

I hope that you will have time to reply. 

Sincerely,

Ian Campbell

-- 
------------------------------------------------------
Ian Campbell  0151 625 1449
Secretary, Wirral Pedestrians Association
http://www.wirralpedestrians.org.uk
------------------------------------------------------ 
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